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CONTRIBUTION 3
U=U1U2 . . .UNτ

where Ui=T ViT using Trotter-
Suzuki factorization, and T = e−

τ
2 T̂ is the kinetic

energy factor for half-step imaginary time. Con-
tinue the previous example; suppose we have the
Kop sequence [k1d, k0, k2b, k1a], where
the contact interactions at the 0th term k1d gives
knot 0_0, at the 2nd term k2b gives knots 2_0
and 2_1, and at the 3rd term k1a gives knot 3_0.
def out_T( N, Ntau, line, i, j, newline ):

k = int(2*(j[0]-i[0]))
if k == 1: print("T[", end=”)
else: print(f"T{k}[", end=”)
if i[0] == -0.5: print(chr(ord(’a’) + line-1) + ’,’, end=”)
else: print(f"{i[0]}_{i[1]},", end=”)
if j[0]==Ntau-0.5: print(chr(ord(’a’) + N + line-1) + ’]’, end=”)
else: print(f"{j[0]}_{j[1]}]", end=”)
if newline: print()
else: print(’ . ’, end=”)

N = 4
dict_ops={’k0’:[], ’k1a’:[[1,3]], ’k1b’:[[1,4]], ’k1c’:[[2,3]],

’k1d’:[[2,4]], ’k2a’:[[1,3],[2,4]], ’k2b’:[[1,4],[2,3]]}
terms = [’k1d’, ’k0’, ’k2b’, ’k1a’]
Ntau = len(terms)
states = [(-0.5,0)]*N
for tau, term in enumerate(terms):

for idx, op in enumerate(dict_ops[term]):
for line in op:

out_T(N, Ntau, line, states[line-1], (tau,idx), False )
states[line-1] = (tau,idx)

for line in range(1,N+1):
out_T(N, Ntau, line, states[line-1], (Ntau-0.5,0), line==N)

The program outputs
T[b,0_0] . T[d,0_0] . T5[a,2_0] . T4[0_0,2_0] . T4[0_0,2_1] . T5[c,2_1]
. T2[2_0,3_0] . T2[2_1,3_0] . T[3_0,e] . T3[2_1,f] . T[3_0,g] . T3[2_0,h]

which gives the trace ∑
i,j,k,l [T ]bi[T ]di[T

5]aj [T 4]ij

[T 4]ik[T 5]ck[T 2]jl[T
2]kl[T ]le[T 3]kf [T ]lg [T 3]jh

CONCLUSION
Computing the virial coefficients analytically us-
ing automated algebra requires efficient codes.
The research reported provides efficient and ro-
bust codes that support important functions in
the front end of the computations. The main chal-
lenge will be addressed in a forthcoming paper.
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CONTRIBUTION 2
To compute the path integrals over the traces tr U ,
tr U2..., it gives rise to the study of matrices that
correspond to the kinetic energy factors for differ-
ent number of contact interactions. For example,
suppose there are two spin-up particles (named
1 and 2), and two spin-down particles (named
3 and 4). Also, suppose there is one contact in-
teraction. Then there are 4 possibilities based on
which pair of particles that are in contact: (1) par-
ticles 1 and 3, (2) particles 1 and 4, (3) particles 2
and 3, and (4) particles 2 and 4. Each scenario is
called a Kop term; we name the 4 terms k1a, k1b,
k1c, and k1d respectively. For two contact inter-
actions, there are two Kop’s: (1) k2a, the contact
particles pairs are (1, 3), and (2, 4) resp. (2) k2b,
the contact particles pairs are (1, 4), and (2, 3) resp.
For 0 contact interaction, there is one Kop k0. For
a given number pairNum of 2-body contact inter-
actions, the following generate mechanically the
different Kop’s where L1 and L2 are two lists of
spin-up and spin-down particles respectively.
def generateKopTerms(L1, L2, pairNum):

if pairNum > min(len(L1),len(L2)): return []
if pairNum == 0: return [[]]
kTermList = []
for i in range(len(L1)):

for j in range(len(L2)):
for L in generateKopTerms(L1[i+1:],L2[:j]+L2[j+1:],pairNum-1):

kTermList += [[[L1[i],L2[j]]] + L]
return kTermList

> generateKopTerms([1,2], [3,4], 0)
[[]]
> generateKopTerms([1,2], [3,4], 1)
[[[1, 3]], [[1, 4]], [[2, 3]], [[2, 4]]]
> generateKopTerms([1,2], [3,4], 2)
[[[1, 3], [2, 4]], [[1, 4], [2, 3]]]

For 3-body interaction, the codes become:
def generateKopTerms(L1, L2, L3, pairNum):

if pairNum > min(len(L1),len(L2),len(L3)): return []
if pairNum == 0: return [[]]
kTermList = []
for i in range(len(L1)):

for j in range(len(L2)):
for k in range(len(L3)):

for L in generateKopTerms(L1[i+1:],L2[:j]+L2[j+1:],
L3[:k]+L3[k+1:],pairNum-1):

kTermList += [[[L1[i],L2[j],L3[k]]] + L]
return kTermList

> generateKopTerms([0,1,2],[3,4],[5,6],2)
[[[0, 3, 5], [1, 4, 6]], [[0, 3, 5], [2, 4, 6]], [[0, 3, 6], [1, 4, 5]],
[[0, 3, 6], [2, 4, 5]], [[0, 4, 5], [1, 3, 6]], [[0, 4, 5], [2, 3, 6]],
[[0, 4, 6], [1, 3, 5]], [[0, 4, 6], [2, 3, 5]], [[1, 3, 5], [2, 4, 6]],
[[1, 3, 6], [2, 4, 5]], [[1, 4, 5], [2, 3, 6]], [[1, 4, 6], [2, 3, 5]]]

For the general N -body interaction, we have:
def generateKopTerms(L, pairNum):

if sum([pairNum > len(l) for l in L]) > 0: return []
if pairNum == 0: return [[]]
kTermList = []
for i in range(len(L[0])):

for (l1, L1) in generateAll(L[1:]):
for L2 in generateKopTerms([L[0][i+1:]]+L1,pairNum-1):

kTermList += [[[L[0][i]]+l1] + L2]
return kTermList

def generateAll(L):
if L==[]: return [([],[])]
ans = []
for i in range(len(L[0])):

for (x,y) in generateAll(L[1:]):
ans.append( ([L[0][i]]+x, [L[0][:i]+L[0][i+1:]]+y) )

return ans

> generateKopTerms([[0,1,2],[3,4],[5,6]],2) # 3-body interaction
[[[0, 3, 5], [1, 4, 6]], [[0, 3, 5], [2, 4, 6]], [[0, 3, 6], [1, 4, 5]],
[[0, 3, 6], [2, 4, 5]], [[0, 4, 5], [1, 3, 6]], [[0, 4, 5], [2, 3, 6]],
[[0, 4, 6], [1, 3, 5]], [[0, 4, 6], [2, 3, 5]], [[1, 3, 5], [2, 4, 6]],
[[1, 3, 6], [2, 4, 5]], [[1, 4, 5], [2, 3, 6]], [[1, 4, 6], [2, 3, 5]]]

INTRODUCTION
The goal of the project is to generalize an ap-
proach recently put forward by Prof. Joaquin
Drut and PhD student Yaqi Hou, to calculate
the thermodynamics of few- and many- body
systems, using automated algebra approaches.
Usually, analytic approaches to interacting multi-
particle quantum mechanics are restricted to the
few-body problem at best. Numerical approaches
are essentially always used for N > 3 particles.

Our approach introduces imaginary time τ so
that e−βĤ = (e−τĤ)Nτ where e−τĤ = e−τ(T̂+V̂ )

is approximated by Trotter-Suzuki (TS) factoriza-
tion as e−

τ
2 T̂ e−τV̂ e−

τ
2 T̂ . Using automated algebra

over the discretized space-time lattice, and taking
the continuum limit with decreasing τ , we aim to
tackle up to N = 7 completely analytically. The
main caveat is that increasing N results in a steep
cost for each order in the approximation. Further-
more, while the approach is analytic, it does not
return compact formulas. Rather, it returns very
long expressions that can only be handled by a
computer. The upshot is that parameters like the
dimension of the problem or the coupling con-
stant appear explicitly in the final expressions and
can therefore be investigated analytically, which
is a property that no other method provides.

The proposed project involves the generalization
of the above approach to systems with four-body
interactions, whereas the original method was
only developed for two-body interactions. Sys-
tems with four-body forces are interesting for
many reasons. One of them is that, by renormal-
ization group flow, softening of repulsive-core
two-body forces generates three- and four-body
forces. For the purposes of this project, the moti-
vation will be the realization of the so-called uni-
tary limit, which is a universal regime of many-
body physics in 3D, as a 1D gas with four-body
interactions. Such a model was put forward by
Nishida and Son [1] a few years ago and has
been studied partially numerically using special-
ized Monte Carlo methods [2]. The objective of
this project is to calculate the virial coefficients of
that system, as high as possible in the virial ex-
pansion and in the coarse-lattice approximation.

MY ROLE
My role in this project is to find ways to consol-
idate, simplify, and improve the performance of
the codes. Summarized below are three coding
contributions that I have made.

CONTRIBUTION 1
Let Z = tr

[
e−β(Ĥ−µN̂)

]
=

∑∞
N=0QNz

N be the
grand-canonical partition function. Through the
virial expansion −βΩ = lnZ = Q1

∑∞
n=1 bnz

n,
the virial coefficients bn can be computed in terms
of the N -body canonical partition function QN .
bn[n_] := (

barray = Array[b, n];
barray[[1]] = 1;
series = Series[Exp[Q[1]*barray*zˆRange[n]], z, 0, n];
Z = SeriesCoefficient[Apply[Times, series], n];
Return[Simplify[Solve[Z == Q[n], b[n]]]])

For two-species ( ↑ and ↓) many-fermion system,
Z =

∑
M,N QMNz

M
↑ z

N
↓ can be written in integral

form
∫
Dσ det(1 + z↑U) det(1 + z↓U) where U is

a single-particle matrix that encodes the system
dynamics. For two-species many-boson system,
Z =

∫
Dσ det−1(1−z↑U) det−1(1−z↓U). We com-

pute QMN in terms of path integrals
∫
Dσ over

tr U , tr U2, tr U3, ... as follows:
QmnFermion[n_, m_] := (

k = Max[n, m];
series = Series[Exp[(Array[U, k])

(((-1)ˆ(Range[k] - 1) zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])],{z, 0, k}];
ans = Apply[Times, series];
Return[SeriesCoefficient[ans, n] SeriesCoefficient[ans, m]];)

(* We write U[1], U[2], U[3] to denote tr U, tr Uˆ2, tr Uˆ3,...resp. *)

QmnBoson[n_, m_] := (
k = Max[n, m];
series1 = Series[Exp[(Array[U1,k])((zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])],{z,0,k}];
series2 = Series[Exp[(Array[U2,k])((zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])],{z,0,k}];
ans1 = Apply[Times, series1];
ans2 = Apply[Times, series2];
Return[SeriesCoefficient[ans1, n] SeriesCoefficient[ans2, m]];)

For one-species system, QN is computed as:
QnFermion[n_] := (

series = Series[Exp[2 (Array[U, n])
(((-1)ˆ(Range[n] - 1) zˆ(Range[n]))/ Range[n])], {z, 0, n}];

ans = Apply[Times, series];
Return[Simplify[SeriesCoefficient[ans, n]]])

QnBoson[n_] := (
series = Series[Exp[2(Array[U,n])((zˆ(Range[n]))/Range[n])],{z,0,n}];
ans = Apply[Times, series];
Return[Simplify[SeriesCoefficient[ans, n]]])

For three-species system, QRST is computed as:
QrstFermion[r_, s_, t_] := (

k = Max[r, s, t];
series = Series[Exp[(Array[U, k])

(((-1)ˆ(Range[k] - 1) zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])], {z,0,k}];
ans = Apply[Times, series];
Return[FullSimplify[SeriesCoefficient[ans,r]

SeriesCoefficient[ans,s] SeriesCoefficient[ans,t]]];)

QrstBoson[r_, s_, t_] := (
k = Max[r, s, t];
series1 = Series[Exp[(Array[U1,k])((zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])],{z,0,k}];
series2 = Series[Exp[(Array[U2,k])((zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])],{z,0,k}];
series3 = Series[Exp[(Array[U3,k])((zˆ(Range[k]))/Range[k])],{z,0,k}];
ans1 = Apply[Times, series1];
ans2 = Apply[Times, series2];
ans3 = Apply[Times, series3];
Return[FullSimplify[SeriesCoefficient[ans1,r]

SeriesCoefficient[ans2,s] SeriesCoefficient[ans3,t]]];)


